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after the logo , the information 
about the app page is shown for users

the user will create an acoount for the app,
if the user already have account they can go to the sign in page

if the users create an account , 
the app will ask them to enter information 
(to catogorize user types )

the user will enter their names, photo ,
description and location.

 in the noti�cation,  requests in the user area, 
updates about the challenges
fun facts from time to time to lift up their mood.

 after sharing the post in the app the user can 
share it  in social media as well.

you can search by keywords in the search page,
you can also �nd di�rent  locations ( shelters, vet clinics available ...)
you can �nd request and animals location in your area...
the user can click the post and it will be extended in the page
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